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Toru's imaginative force is at its top in the seven various sonnets set up I at the end of 'Old 

Numbers'. They are pretty much, self-portraying in content. In them, the poetess communicates 

certain impressions and encounters those are simply close to home. These sonnets were found 

among Toru's papers after her demise. They speak to the entire of Toru's innovative period for the 

soonest was composed during her stay in Britain in 1870 to 73 when she was just 15 years of age and 

the most recent not long before her passing. "Close to Hastings" records an occurrence in Toru's life 

in Britain. She and her sister, the last despite everything enduring, were taking lay on the sea shore 

close to Hastings, when a woman Saw them in passing. She halted and began a neighbourly 

discussion with them and before withdrawing offered some lovely roses to Aru, and in this manner 

won Toru's undying appreciation. The poetess didn't ask her name or whereabouts however she 

held her dear memory in her brain even long after the woman was no more.  

What's more, they will never blur the consideration of that obscure woman contacted the core of 

the delicate poetess. In fact, this sonnet isn't so solid as "The Lotus" or "Our Casuarina Tree" E.J. 

Thompson has remarked on this sonnet as follows: "Close to Hastings" is a verse which carries a 

protuberance to the throat and ought to persuade the most reckless and vainglorious of the 

elegance and insight, the political convenience even of accepting with benevolence these outsiders 

with whom fate has so emphatically connected us and who so regularly discover our habits like our 

northern atmosphere, "cold". The sonnet has Toru's trademark lucidity and straightforwardness of 

style .It is as true and profoundly felt as the sonnet that tails it. "France 1870" written in a meter 

peculiarly sporadic is a little sonnet which shows Toru's adoration and deference for France whom 

she recognizes as 'Head of human section" while for "Levite Britain" she holds disdain and rebuke. In 

it the poetess communicates her actual compassion toward France during the problematic long 

periods of 182 Franco - Prussian war. France has been an extraordinary country. On the off chance 

that she has been lowered, she would rise once more. This is the expectation of the poetess 

delightfully communicated in the last verse of the sonnet.  

The two poems, 'Baugmaree' and 'The Lotus" have been commended by every last one. In the 

principal, the poetess discusses the picturesque excellence of the nursery of her family. The nursery 

which is girt round with its 'Ocean of foliage' of shifting shades with its clear sprinkles of various 

hues. It is loaded with the light-green smooth Tamarinds the mango clusters of dark green shading, 

the palms standing erect like dim 'columns', normal magnificence one makes certain to feel all new 

and sprightly. Toru calls her nursery 'a primitive Eden' to be seen uniquely with wonder. The sonnet 

shows the poetess' affection for Nature. In depicting the nursery, she embraces a basic lingual 

authority and a free beat.  

 

The 'Lotus' is in a daintier, all the more frivolous vein and claims to give the inception of 'the 

queenliest blossom that blows'. To end the difficulty whether the lily or rose were sovereign, Mind 

finally went to Verdure and requested a bloom that ought to be 'scrumptious as the rose and 

dignified as the lily in her pride'. The outcome was the lotus, rose-red and lily white.'Our Casuarina 

Tree' alongside the poem 'Lotus' has been considered as 'excellent wonderful pieces, the upheavals 



of idyllic virtuoso'. The 'Lotus' uncovers Toru's 'sharp affectability to nature and the responsiveness 

of her spirit to shading'. It resembles Tennyson's "Akbar's Fantasy". It shows the poetess' fine order 

of the work structure. 'Our Casuarina Tree' is a significant sonnet. It is a splendid mix of nearby 

contacts and scholarly memories, of target portrayal of the genuine tree and the beguile of 

relationship with Toru's adolescence. It opens with a record of the mammoth tree, trimmed with the 

red blossoms of an incredible creeper that wraps it completely like 'a colossal python'.  

By day and around evening time, it is the focal point of occupied life, and sweet winged animal tune. 

It is the best item on which Toru's eyes rest as she tosses wide her window at first light and here and 

there in the early light 'a dark primate sits sculpture like alone, viewing the dawn! The shadow of the 

tree falls over the tank and makes the white water lilies took 'like snow-enmassed'. Excellent and 

beguiling as the tree seems to be, it is beloved mostly for the recollections that group round it 

recollections of when cheerful kids played under its shade. The idea draws out a serious longing for 

the childhood. To the poetess' extravagant the tree in compassion seems like a requiem, similar to a 

mumble of 'the ocean, breaking on a shingle-sea shore'. It is the 'frightful discourse' or 'mourn' of 

the tree that, she trusts, may maybe come to the 'obscure land'. Such a howl consistently inspires an 

emotional response of memory in her. In any event, when she was going in France or Italy, it had 

constantly sent idea winging its direction toward home, bringing memories of the tree, so truly 

adored in adolescence.  

 

The last refrain of the sonnet with its rich, sentimental enthusiasm unfurls a craving of the poetess 

for the interminability of the stanza and finishes with the magnificent line: My affection guard thee 

from insensibility's revile (P. 175) This excellent sonnet is written in the eleven-line verse structure, 

rhyming a_b_b_a, c_d_d_c, e_e_e. It is unquestionably another and exceptionally effective 

examination, and is deserving of Keats. In the expressions of Dr.Iyengar, "In the association of the 

sonnet all in all and in the completion of individual verses, in its authority of expression and cadence, 

in its music of sound and thoughts, 'Our Casuarina Tree' is amazing bit of composing and gives us a 

sample of what Toru may have done had not a mind-blowing race been so immediately run". The 

sonnet is more than the wonderful summoning of a tree; it is 187 recovering the past and deifying 

the snapshots of time so recovered.  

 

The tree is both a tree and an image and in it are embroiled both time and forever. Pundits have 

collectively commended this sonnet Harihar Das says: 'For its rich symbolism, the music of its stanzas 

and the delicacy and sentiment with which it is nature, we would put this sonnet top notch in the 

volume". E.J.Thompson views it as "the most surprising sonnet at any point written in English by an 

outsider gives her previously having authority over the more detailed and design type of stanza". He 

further remarks on this sonnet as follows: "One of the refrains drops into ordinariness and 

utilizations descriptive word musings that are second-hand and unfeeling. In any case, the sonnet's 

quality is free of this; and its mixing of tenderness and poise of soul, its loosening up of spooky arms 

to those other frequented trees of Wodsworth in 'Borrowdale' is the end. 50 reviewing the last work 

of another writer, far sub-par in virtuoso however biting the dust similarly youthful, Crimp White, in 

the contacting close of his Christiad - this structures an entire of momentous quality and excellence 

and ought to accomplish her expectation of setting the tree of her beloved's recollections among 



those deified by. It is, he watches, 'One of the extraordinary engineering pieces in English verse'. 

Lotika Basu additionally is all applause for the 'riper flawlessness' accomplished in this brilliant 

sonnet. The sonnet will, presumably, be associated with its smooth sweetness and basic 

flawlessness. The word usage is shorn of all crudities that can be thought of and the beat runs 

smooth. George Steiner has stated, "To gain proficiency with a language adjacent to one's local 

saying, to enter its local sentence structure, is to open for oneself every second window on the 

scene of being. It is to escape regardless of whether just incompletely from the restriction of the 

evidently clear from the narrow minded destitution, so corrosive, in light of the fact that one is 

oblivious to it, of a solitary concentration and a monochrome focal point". Toru Dutt opened up a 

second window on the scene of life for wandering into the monsters of French and English writing.  

 

Her artistic vocation has an incredible centrality. She contemplated and scrounged into the brilliant 

domains of western writing when she knew nothing else. Her dad was a changed over Christian and 

an intense admirer of every one of that was English or originating from the West since that spelt 

progress for him. Be that as it may, as Toru developed, her insight about her own way of life 

extended when she began learning Sanskrit. We could detect that just because she believed she had 

feet on firm grounds, she more likely than not understood that solitary fortune trove of Sanskrit 

writing can match any western abstract custom and would win hands on . as well. Her triumphant 

back home excursion shows that at last she had made her mark and she had shown up at the inside. 

As she kept in touch with her French companion Mlle. Bader "I am pleased to have the option to 

state that the courageous women of our fantastic stories are deserving of all respect and love. Could 

there be a more contacting and adorable champion than Sita? I don't think so. At the point when I 

hear my mom serenade at night, the old lays of our nation, I quite often sob ...  

 

In this angle, it very well may be presumed that she takes after Keats, pale and debilitated in 

constitution however hearty and solid in her point of view. One engaged, self indulging weakling of a 

sentimental could never have decided to compose on Dhruva, Savitri or Buttoo, the most impressive 

unbelievable characters of Sanskrit works of art nor would have decided to decipher Victor Hugo, 

the most lively of French writers. Self indulging sentimental people, even Shelley, the best of them 

and 'devilish' Byron frequently tire us with rehashed emanation of individual feeling in which the 

overall population has little intrigue 


